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Equipment Tech Support  1-877-856-5954 

8AM - 5:30PM EST, Monday - Friday 

PHOTON MAX™ WITH SRT™

High gloss remarkable response floor finish

Photon Max with Scuff Resistant Technology (SRT) is a highly
repairable, low odor, black heel mark resistant floor finish.
Designed for ultra high speed routine maintenance programs in
high profile, high traffic areas. Photon Max with SRT provides a
dramatic gloss response when burnished. Excellent leveling and
low odor make it easy to apply.

Features

Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #63204-00

5 Gal. Pail Item #63205-00

55 Gal. Drum Item #63255-00

Excellent "Off the Mop" Gloss
Exceptional Response to Propane, Battery or Electric
Equipment
Extremely Low Odor
Superior Black Heel Mark Resistance

Directions for Use

Recommended for use on all types of resilient tile flooring and
properly prepared hard surfaces. 

RESTORATIVE MAINTENANCE: 
Completely remove all old wax, finish and soil from floor surface
following strip procedure instructions on Betco&#174; stripper
label. Floor surface must be clean, dry and free of residue
before finish is applied. Rinse with clean water if necessary.
Apply finish in uniform, thin to medium coats using a clean
synthetic finish mop, microfiber mop or applicator system. Allow
each coat to dry thoroughly before applying additional coats,
usually 20 - 30 minutes. Elevated temperatures, heavy coats
and humidity may extend dry time. A minimum of 4 coats of
finish is recommended. 
NOTE: This product is a self-sealing finish; however, if tile is old,
worn or porous, initially applying 1 - 2 coats of a Betco sealer
will enhance gloss and long term performance. 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE: 
Sweep large debris and dust mop. Damp mop or automatic
scrub using a Betco floor cleaner. Buff or burnish the floor to
enhance gloss as needed. Use Betco&#174; One Step High
Speed Cleaner/Restorer to condition the floor and extend the
time between top scrub and recoating. 

INTERIM MAINTENANCE: 
Sweep large debris and dust mop the floor. Top scrub the floor
using Daily Scrub SC and maroon pad to remove the top soiled
layers of finish. Floor surface must be clean, dry and free of
residue before finish is applied. Apply 1 - 2 coats of finish as
directed above. Please recycle empty container. 
NOTE: Slip resistance meets or exceeds (ASTM D 2047-11)
James Machine 0.5 minimum.

Tech Specs

Color (dried film) Crystal Clear
Color (liquid) White
Coverage 2000 - 3000 sq. ft./gallon
Dry time 20 - 30 minutes
Heel mark resistance Excellent
Fragrance Mild
Freeze/thaw stability 3 Cycles
Gloss (ASTM D1455-87) One coat 85 – 90
Gloss (ASTM D1455-87) Two coats 97 - 98
Free styrene content 0.0
Leveling Outstanding
pH 8.2 - 8.9
Powdering resistance Excellent
Warranty 2 years
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